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Blitzwolf BW-CLT2 Smart Ceiling Lamp LED
Blitzwolf smart LED ceiling lamp BW-CLT2
The Blitzwolf BW-CLT2 smart LED ceiling lamp is suitable for almost any occasion. You can easily adjust its operation to your needs - it
allows  you  to  adjust  brightness  and  color  temperature.  The  voice  and  app  control  function  makes  it  easy  to  use,  and  the  minimalist
design makes the device fit into any interior.
 
Unique ambience
Depending on the situation,  you can choose the device's  mode.  When you turn on the first  mode,  the BW-CLT2 will  fill  the room with
uniform, warm light while you relax. On the other hand, the RGB mode with 16 million colors to choose from will be perfect for parties
and gatherings with friends.
 
Customize its performance to suit your needs
The device offers a color temperature adjustment function, so you can customize it to your needs. The light is soft and pleasant to the
eye and does not cause discomfort. In addition, you can choose from two shades of white. The warm light is ideal for reading, and the
cold color will be useful when working, for example, in front of the computer.
 
Control with the app
With the app, you have access to many functions and settings.  You can turn the lighting on/off,  set the brightness or color and much
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more. The app makes it much easier to use, you don't even have to get up from the couch or be at home. BW-CLT2 is compatible with
Smart Life and Tuya apps.
 
Voice control
The  lamp  from  Blitzwolf  also  features  voice  control.  To  turn  the  device  on  or  off,  all  you  have  to  do  is  issue  a  voice  command.  The
BW-CLT2 works with Amazon Alexa and Google Home.
 
Even more capabilities
The BW-CLT2 has a number of practical features, for even more convenience. The schedule function lets you decide when the light will
turn  on  and  off  at  the  time  you  set.  In  addition,  the  application  remembers  your  settings  so  the  next  time  you  use  the  device,  the
previous mode will turn on.
 
Included
lamp
remote control
Specification:
	Manufacturer
	Blitzwolf
	Model
	BW-CLT2
	Material 
	PMMA + PC + Al
	Dimensions
	400 x 32 mm
	Input voltage
	AC 100-240V 50/60 Hz
	Power
	50 W
	Brightness
	4100 lm
	Number of beads 
	210 pcs. SMD2835 + 60 pcs. SMD5050 RGB
	Color temperature
	2700-6500 K + RGB
	CRI
	>80
	Illumination angle
	135 °
	Connection
	Wi-Fi, 2.4 GHz
	Application
	Tuya / Smart Life
	Compatibility
	Amazon Alexa/Google Home
	Connection
	Wi-Fi + BLE
	Operating temperature
	-20 ~ + 40 ℃
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	Operating humidity
	0%-80%
	Operating time
	approx. 20000 h
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Preço:

€ 69.50

Casa inteligente, Lighting, Ceiling lights
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